Quantitative (upsilon, N, Ka) product state distributions near the triplet threshold for the reaction H2CO --> H + HCO measured by Rydberg tagging and laser-induced fluorescence.
In this paper, we report quantitative product state distributions for the photolysis of H2CO --> H + HCO in the triplet threshold region, specifically for several rotational states in the 2(2)4(3) and 2(3)4(1) H2CO vibrational states that lie in this region. We have combined the strengths of two complementary techniques, laser-induced fluorescence for fine resolution and H atom Rydberg tagging for the overall distribution, to quantify the upsilon, N, and Ka distributions of the HCO photofragment formed via the singlet and triplet dissociation mechanisms. Both techniques are in quantitative agreement where they overlap and provide calibration or benchmarks that permit extension of the results beyond that possible by each technique on its own. In general agreement with previous studies, broad N and Ka distributions are attributed to reaction on the S0 surface, while narrower distributions are associated with reaction on T1. The broad N and Ka distributions are modeled well by phase space theory. The narrower N and Ka distributions are in good agreement with previous quasi-classical trajectory calculations on the T1 surface. The two techniques are combined to provide quantitative vibrational populations for each initial H2CO vibrational state. For dissociation via the 2(3)4(1) state, the average product vibrational energy (15% of E(avail)) was found to be about half of the rotational energy (30% of E(avail)), independent of the initial H2CO rotational state, irrespective of the singlet or triplet mechanism. For dissociation via the 2(2)4(3) state, the rotational excitation remained about 30% of E(avail), but the vibrational excitation was reduced.